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g 1. h~troductisn 
L-e! C be a category, k : CT X C + C a functar and 
a natural transformation. G coherence theorem for the case in which it is an iso= 
morphism is well known [6--81. The aim of this note is ta prove a cohtxence 
thcelrem for the case in which (x is a natural transformation. 
Our coherence thccmn states the conditions in which every diagram of the 
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OS commutative, where the vertices are formal shapes of the identity functar and 
the arrms are instant&ions of a. An accurate description of this diagram is given 
by the graph of aif the pairs of elements ( ati Ui + l ) such that there is an instantia- 
n of Q going from tii to 4i + 1 ; this graph, denoted by V/, is defined in Definition 
2 using a suitable description at’ the vertices provided by Theorem 1. The free 
catepq f generated by V is constructed and it is the catepov of the paths of 
rr~~s of V, and there exists a functor, F : P -+ C. in which every element 
+ p Z of V i:, mapped to the corresponding instantiation of CL 
core of she proof is 3 criterion (Theorem 3) to determine when there is a 
path from one vertex to another. The conditions tar the coherence arc the penta- 
gonal condition of 17) and the naturality oicr. 
The vertices of the graph t’ {formd shapes of t c) art: defined by the free algc- 
bra with one generator and otle binary operation: this structure is used already in 
(31. and has been studied in l[I!J and 141. Moreover it appears as one of the sim- 
pfc,st examples of universal algebras. 
The ~ohcrencrt thcarcm contained in this paper is a particular case of a thcorcm 
of Enabou 1 t 1. who* proof is onMA: there could bc some rcla tions bet wcen 
that proof and the! method we foillaw. We t.hank G.h4. Kelly who pyinted out this 
fact. 
The aulthor is deeply grateful to S. Ma&me whose remarks and suggestions 
have contributed greatly to the improvement of this paper. 
Ikfmition I. Let A be the categoq of algebras with one binary operation and 
: A -, Set the forgetful functor. As an immediate consequence of the Frcyd ad- 
Joint func‘tor theorem [S] it is weli known that (3 has a left adjoint F : Set -+ A. 
Let (*I! he the set with one clement, *. We shall call A = f” ( * ) the aigehra of 
nonassociative numbers. it can be detlncd directly by saying that A is a set with 
one binary operation such that 
(11 *E A; 
fii) for every algebra B E A and every eiement u of 19 there is one and only 
one element f of the homomorphism set A(& B) such that f( *) = U. 
The following relations for elements of A are well known: 
~i)u+b=a’+b’~a=a’Ab=b’, 
(ii)&+ t */1=/ +ac. 
We define the n01nz in d as the map from A onto N, the set of natural numbers, 
luvenbytheconditions:i+i=l,Ia+bI=fof+ib1. 
intuitively speaking. an element of A is an arrangement of parentheses located 
among the elements of a finite sequence of repetitions of *; we can assign to every 
occurrence of f: in LI the number of parentheses in whose second component his 
occurrence appears and call this number the index of the occurrence. Thus the 
index is also the “number of second components of an addition” in which the 
currence appears. This suggests he representation of the element a as the ordered 
uence of the indexes of the occurrences of + and gives the intuitive justification 
fol definition of w. 
w function 1%’ : A --* Wrn = 1 MFT defined bv the conditions I 
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(ii) w(a) = (q, a2, . . . , a, ), w(b) = (6,. b,, . . . . b,), imply 
w(a+ b)=(q,. . . +, 1 +b,, 1 + b2.. . . c 1 +b,,,). 
We will use the convention f = - I f x. 
Roof. It is easy to prove by induction on 1 a I that w(a) satisfies conditions (i) and 
(ii). 
WC are going to prove by induction on II that if (aI, 42, . . . , a,) satisfies condi- 
trons (i) and (ii). then there is one and only one element a such that w(a) = 
(at+.. * * * a, ): let r be the largest integer such that ar = 1; then we have that if 
w(a’ + a” ) = fq, a”), . . . ) rl, ). 
It is immediate that ifw(b’ + b”) = w(& + a”)+ then wb’ = wa’ and wb” = wa”: 
these relations anal the mduc‘t ion hypothesis prove that a = a’ + u” is unique. 
Remark 1. (a). In general, we shall identify A with the image of w. 
(b). We shall identify Qzt. u2, . . . . a,) with the infinite sequence 
(q,u2”” 4z~.O,O . . . . ), This will simplify the expression of some relations. 
(0). When no doubt uan arise we shall use the symbol (.x1, x2, . . . ) for the 
element WV or x 
(d). It’ a + + and wa = (a,), then I a I = 11 is the largest i such that Ui f 0.3~ can 
be immediately proved. 
Definition 2. Let p and q be natural numbers and p < q. We shall define the set 
‘r 4 as the subset of A X A consisting of all the elements ( (q), (ir,)) such that 
’ U)a, <up+,, up+-,, l l . , uq; 
w (ii) 2 lap; 
(iii)+ >4zq+t ; 
(iV)ajzbifor 1 <i<p-- 1 andf/+ 1 <i, 
iii =b, fbrp<i<q. 
We now dct’ine I’ by 
l&mark that if < 8. b ) E VPqq, then 
and this proves that the sets VP Q arc disjoint. It is clear from the definition that 
for f3ec-y x E A. 
e shall indicate by P the free category generated by V considered as a graph: its 
awws art sequences of the form 
wttercrirf; 1,<gi+l.gi ) E I/ for every i: usualiy these sequences are rcprcsettt& 
in the form 
a = & -=-v$__ 1 --+ . . . -+gl = b. 
Roof. Let fPe4 be the fwtctian defined by I’P,y ; that is. 

an3 the induction hypothesis can immediately be applied. The only remaining case 
iss-tr = 1’4, = a, and this is a consequence of the det”nnition ofM applied for 
s=u, t=u+ I. 
l?emfk 5. ai 2 bj for every i. Take u = 1, P = 1 (ai) f and apply Remark 4. 
An intuitive interpretation of the conditions of the det-m&ion afM is the follow- 
; an cfemcnt Q of A is a finite sequence of symbols * with parentheses among 
em. Take a number t’ and choose the largest of all the parentheses t~currring in 
Q that end exactly after the * of the vth pface: we call N&(Y) the number of sym- 
bols* tained in the parentheses. Then {a, b) EM if and only if for any it, 
N&j@) (v). In other words, define that a parenthesis P is “larger’” than another 
P’ when P and PD’ end on the right in the same place and P 3 P’; then (a, b b EM 
if and only if for any parenthesis ofa there exists at least one parenthesis of b that 
is “larger” than it in the above sense. We are not going lo prove in dctai! the above 
statement which wiil not be ,used later. W want to note only that the proof is an 
easy consequence of the following facts: 
Fact 1. If a = (oi), then the e:xistence of a parenthesis in the expression of u from 
the + in the’bth place to the one in the vth place (including both elements) is equi- 
vaient to the relation O, 2 - I + ay+1 and s, f ai for N < i G 1~. 
Fact 2. (lai), (b,)EXf if and on!y if the following reiation holds for any pair {u, v ): 
The proof of Fact ‘1 can be done by induction on the rank of a. The praof of 
Fact Z uses a method atmilar to the one used in the proof of Remarks 3 and 4. 
R-f. ft is immediate that for any x, y, z E A, 
$2 
From this it follows that V C M. 
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To prove that P (a, b) ;t $3 * (a, b ) E M it will be sufficient (within a trivial induc- 
tion on the number of steps from a to b) to prove 
Suppose for this that for u < i < V, al4 < ai and a, > a,. It is immediate 
b, G bi for u < i < u and b, 2 b, and from Remark 3 follows c, 2 c,. 
that 
Suppose that (a, b ) E M, u = (a& b = (bi), Q # 6. We are going to prove the 
existence of 4’ E A such that (a, a’) E V and (a*, b) E M and, within an immediate 
induction on X(b,+ -ai), which is positive by Remark 5, we can conciude that 
Define Q by 4 = SUP {ii ~i > bi}. SUPPOSC that a4 < aq+l , then 
bq&-4 +bq+, =--I +aq+I =izq>b4. 
a contradiction. If dq = pcr+t , then (u, b ) E M implies bq 2 bq+l and 
b q*1 Qb, <a, =Q*4] =b,+,* 
a contradiction. Henceaq >ay+] and the set C; of all u such that 
(i)u <q, a,,--6, =a4 -.b,. 
(lji)at4 <a, Sor u <i Qq ando,, >Q+, , 
is not empty Sccause q E U. Define p = inf [u), tti!,zn 
and we can detine 
Suppose that fw u < v we have the relations al < ai for u < i < v and aid 2 Q;, 
and it will be sufficient to prove that b, 2 b, . 
IfpGy<n,then fortc<i<r~ 
and 
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If-p t4 Gy. then 
a corPtradiction. 
if u < p, we have 
% = Uid < 0; G Qi* 
heave we GUI suppose that CI, <a, and then 
Ifu <p<v<q, we have 
which is a contradiction. Hence. we are reduced to the case. 
If au = u~+~ , then 
and by condition (ii) of Definition 5, 
kfti >04+f, using Remark 4 we have that 
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that is,i;,-2.1, <~p-bp;but~~,--bU =ap’ bp is a contradiction with the definition 
of p, hence a,-- b,, <ap-bp, and then 
Rtwurk 6. Theorem 3 is the statement of the fallowing criterion: 
The existence of a path from (Pi) to (h,) is equivalent to the foflowing condi- 
tions: 
0) t fail i = I CQ,) I, 
Remwk 7. In the proof of Theorem 3 there is Muded an algorithm to compute a 
path between two given elements. 
Ikfmitian 4. Let C be a category, # : C X C+ C a functor and 
a natural transformation. 
Remark that the functar SC defines a functor, also indicated by 3, from C X C 
to C, where f: is the category whose objects are all the functors from C” to C 
ftM N = t $ 2, t . . , and whose mows are the natural transformations among these 
funct or-s+ 
Then, if 
We are going to det‘nc a map F : A -+ Ob C, by the conditions 
(is F(e) = 1, 
(ii) F(a t b) =‘Fa #Fb. 
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The functnr 3 defines an algebraic structure on Ob C an the uniwrsd property 
of PI shows that F iis uniquely defined. 
ft is krmediate to prove, by induction on !I, the existence for every N of a map 
where A, is the set of all the elements ofk kth mm not greater than rr such that 
(i)FJa+x. b+x~=F,,~a,ih# I,, 
(il)F&x+a.x+b)= 1, #F,&b), 
~iii)~~(.~+O’+Z),(.~+y)+z)=aFx,~~,,~~. 
It is easy to show by induction on 11 not or& the existence of FH but also its 
I as a consequence of the uniqueness we have that uniqucncss, and 
F=UnFn 
is a map from V to Arr C, that ordinarily we shall denote also by F, with the 
properties 
(i)F~a+x.b+x)=F(a.b)~l~~, 
(iijF(x +a,x + b)= 1, MYa, b), 
(irijF(x +(y+z),(x +~?)+r)=a~~,~~,~~. 
There is no difficulty in proving that the two above maps, both denoted by F, 
define a morphism of graphs from V to C; this can be done by induction on n 
proving that W f A,, Fn) is a morphism of graphs from V n (A, X A,) to C, 
a%ich we shall indicate by F, and which can be enlarged to a functor F : P 3 C. 
We shall suppose also that in C the pentagonal condition hotds, that is, that for 
any objects a, b, c and J E C the following diagram is commutative 
a* [b #(c gd)] 
%.b,r ;#:d 
-- _-._____-___~(a 
I 
# b) y(c #d) 
\ 
~~~~~tj~ty allows us to construct similar commutative diagrams in C. 
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Theorem4.~zr~~~setltatli7ra=(a,.a2 ,... ,a,),b=(bl,b2 ,..., b,), 
c = (Cl* c2. * - * . c, ) we how a + b and a -+ c. Tlten there txists an elenrent 
d=(d,*dp. - . . d,) and ia diagmtn 
..-v b 
dtere the vult~c by F of the two paths fmm u to d is the same. Mb sever, if for 
some pair s < t, d, 2 d, md s < i C t * d, < dfi then at kast one afthe followhg 
relations holds :
[i)b,>b, ns<i<t*b,<bi; 
(ii) c, 3 e, A s < i C t * c, < ci. 
Roof. We are going to prove the theorem for the special case 
4 = x + LIP + (z + w)] , 
b=(x+y)+(ztw), 
c =x + [(v + 3) + w). 
The diagram required by the theorem is the following: 
Let 
then 
Suppose now that for some s < Y, d, > dr and s < i < t, imply d, <d,; hence, if 
s C I <p + q + r. condition (i) holds. If p + q C s < t, condition (ii) holds. If 
s<p+q+t<p+qtttlQt, 
then 
hence 
dp=df=O,s= I,t>p+q+r+s 
(see Remark Ib), and (i) and (ii) hold. 
We shdf omit in the rest of the proof rt)f the arguments that are similar to the 
above, Specifically, we can prove the cases indicated by the foilowing diagrams: 
a=x 
To prove the general case, we can use induction on I a 1 . if a = x + y, h = x + y’, 
c’ = x + y”. determine y using the induction hypothesis in 
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andtakgd=x+);‘.Ifa=~+_y,b=x’ty,c=x”+y,taked=x +y,withtheZ 
determined in a similar way. This and the above cases complete the induction proof. 
I?emrk 8. In the conditions of Thcatcm 4, if for some&’ E A we knaw that 
P(Q, a’) ;It @ and P (e, a’) ;st 0, then Thearem 3 insures that P (cl, a’) + $9. . 
Proaf. Let Tand S be two paths from o to & 
A’ t a “*t, --,. . .-v,_.I -,I,, \ 
We ate going to prove bq’ induction on Z(+- b$ that F(S) = F(T). For this, it will 
be suffircient to prove the existence of an element u’ and of the paths of the dotted 
arrows in the diagram 
“* 
SI 
-* t3 
‘. 
L 
3 . . . “,Gl -I 
-+ . . . 4sn?- 1 
--,I n 
\ 
‘i 
k ---- ----3cb 
in such a way that the image by t;‘of the two paths of the diagram in the left is 
the same, and this is a consequence of Theortms 4 and 3 (see Remark 8). 
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